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   A connected complex manifold M of dimension 2n equipped with a holo
morphic symplectic from w E NO(M, st2M) is called a holomorphic symptectic
manofo;d. A subvariety V ef M is said to be Lagrangian if V has difxxension n
aRd tke restr}ctieR oÅí w oft the $meeth part of V }s identlca[lly zero. A slmp}y

connected projective algebraic manifold M is calIed a prooVective irreducible sym-
plectic manifold if M has a symplectic form w such that EIO(M, stk) ww Cw. It is

remarkable that fibrations of projeetive irreducible symplectic manifolds are of
very speclal fgrm, as deseribe(i{ in the Åío}lowiag theeyeg} due t" 9. Matsushita.

   Theorem 1 Let M be a pro2-ective iryeducible symplectic manifold of di-
mension 2n. For a pro1"ective manofold X and a surp'ective holomorphic map
f : M -. X with connected fibers ofpositive dimension, the following holds.
   (O X ts a Fgno manifglg of dime?uten n with Pieard nuf}}ber i.
   (2] A generut fiber of f is biholomoTphic to an abeliait variety.

   (3) rhe underlsting subvariety of everst fiber off ts Lagrangian.
   (4) Atl even Betti numbers ofX ane egual to 1 and all odd Betti numbers of
X are equal te g.

   (1), (2) and (3) in Theorem 1 were proved in iMali and [Ma2]. These resuits

}ed to the question whether the base manifold X is the complex projective space
(cf. [Hu, 21.4]). The result of [Ma3] verifies Theorem 1 (4), i.e., that the Betti

numbers ef X are indeexi ec}ual to tkese ef Pn.

   Our goal is to give aii affirmative answer to the question as follows.

   Theorem 2 Jn the setting of Theorem 1, X ts biholomorphic to Pn.

   There are twe geometric IRgrad!eRts iR the proof ef Theerem 2: tke theery gf
varleties of min}mal ratieBal tangents and the theory of Lagrangian fibratlens.
On the one hand, the theory of vmurieties of minimal ratioma1 tangents describes
a certain geometric structure arising from minimal rational curves at general
points of a FaiÅre inanifo}d X with b2(X) -- 1 (cÅí [HwMol], [HwMo2]). This
geemetrie structuTe kas dlfferek#iai geometric prepewies TegectiRg $pecia} fea-
tures of the deformation theory of minimal rational curves. On the other hand,
the theory of Lagrangian fibrations, or equivalently, the theory of completely
integrable Hamiltonian systems, provides ati affine structure at general points
of the base mEmifeld X vla ghe classlcal acgieR varlables (cÅí IGuSt, Seeti"n
44]). Our strategy to prove Theorem 2 is to exploit the interplay of these two
geometric structures on the base manifold X, Under the assuniptiorm that X
is different from Pn, the condition b2(X) : 1 forces the geometric structure
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arising from the variety of minimal rational t叩 gentsto be 'non-flat', while the 
a血nestructure arising仕omthe action variables is naturally ‘flat'. These two 
structures interact via the monodromy of the Lagrangi組員bration,leading to a 
contradiction. To be precise, two separate arguments are needed depending on 
whether the dimension p of the variety of minimal rational t叩 gentsis p田 itive
or zero. The easier case of p > 0 is handled by a topologicalぽ gumentusing 
b4(X) = 1, using the result of [Hw]. The more d血cult伽 eof p = 0 needs a 
deeper argument, depending on the local differential geometry of the variety of 
minimal rational tangents. 
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